
Dear "r. atorm, 	 5/8/92 
I appreciate the kid things you said in your 5/4 ands do not at all take offense 

at any disagreement over the identity of, the man in the doorway in the altgens picture. 
I an not a photo expert and there are photo experts who do not agree with me. 

However, there are some things of which you are not aware. First of all the second 
Carolyn Arnold statement was written out for her to sign by the FBI. I have the handwritten 
copy. She corrected it by hand. So, she stands on that and all the efforts by those who 
have their own theories and do not give a damn about fact and with the passing of years 
and their persuasive arguments persuade people to remember what did not happen-Carolyn 
Arnold is far from the only ol4e - does not chmge the fact, she did read and correct the 
statement she signed. Moreover, there is Confirmation for Oswald being seen in the first 
floor very shortly after the assassination. He directed RobertkiacNeil, then of NBS News, 
to a phone. 

I now have a picture of Lovelady in the shirt his wife described and we also found 
him in that shirt in an over-exposed section of 8mm film exposed that day, with those 
very large checks. 

I've read JFK:Conspiracy of Silence, and Crenshaw is a liar. Be and his writer used 
Shaw for the misfmgormation they exploit on the JFK assassination. I have the Secret 
Service redodds df where 1B.T  was when that day and of his phone calls and it simply was 
not possible that he phoned Crenshaw at the time Crenshaw says. If the personal and pleasant 
Shaw were an expert on fact rather than unte able theories, he'd have known from other 
data that Crenshaw was exaggerating and was likely lying. What' SZ7u say he now confirms 
I printed in facsimile in 1967. 

Alba gave no "testimony" and again was influenced with the passing of years to say 
other than

Mi 
 g-Lten he had said. he had no way of knowing that Oswald had a rifle in NO. 

On Carolyn Arnold and a few other things I have no confidence in the work in which 
you do, and add Melanson's Spy Saga to that. I do not have time to explain all of this 
but you'd be well advised to credit nothing in apy Saga. I read it in ms and was 
horrified. People like you, concerned and wanting to learn, are the victims of those who 
for various reasons, from ego to money, rip ti-e mind off while ripping off the purse. 

In 196o I examined theShirt Oswald was wearing carefully. It is consistent in pattern 
and 4efects with the one in the atlgens picture. The large checks do not appear to me to 
be possible in that shirt. 

Thanks and best wishes, 


